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… You and ---- did a great job with your presentation. You started with a good overview and
gave good examples and good handouts. You both complimented each other throughout the
presentation, interjecting thoughts and ideas when appropriate. It is obvious that there is a strong
relationship between you two – one that I hope will continue in your careers. You covered a lot
of material in a short amount of time and did it in an excellent manner that demonstrated your
enthusiasm and knowledge about the subject. The survey distributed ahead of time with the
results on the wall showed creativity and follow-through. Your creativity was also seen with the
“fire” theme relating the burn out. Your graphics and connection to fire provided the necessary
comic relief in handling the topic. Switching classrooms and using an experiential exercise was
brilliant. You also had some interesting content on diversity issues that highlighted the
importance for supervisors to be culturally sensitive when working with staff who might be
burned out. At first, I thought you over relied on lecture and covered the material very quickly;
however, you had a good balance with the experiential exercise with plenty of student
participation. While you said you are nervous when speaking in front of groups, you did an
excellent job and appeared relaxed and knowledgeable about the subject. Excellent work!

